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My Crazy Dream

When I went to sleep, I had one of the weirdest dreams that I have ever had. This was my dream:

I Verb - Base Form into a Noun . My friend, Mia, was there, too. She was holding a kitten.

Suddenly, we all Verb - Base Form into Noun . We were at the beach, and I now had a strawberry-

banana smoothie in my hand. Then, Jennifer Lawrence suddenly appeared while walking towards me. She

Adjective screamed in my ear, "Why did you do that?" While I started to wonder why Pronoun

had Adjective yelled in my ear, a tidal wave came in. Interjection ! It was huge! All of a sudden, I

had Adverb owned a blue, electric scooter. The only way that I could get away from the wave, however,

was if I rode on Preposition of it with the scooter. I know that this sounds crazy, Conjunction I'm

just describing my dream. Interjection ! All of a sudden, the tidal wave stopped Conjunction I was

transported back to the barn. Everything was the same except for the amount of people that were in the barn. It

seemed as though everybody from the state came into the barn now! Later, Jennifer Lawrence came back to the

barn and stated, "I am sorry for screaming at you. Pronoun are very interesting!" 

After all of this had happened, I was no longer upset for not remembering my dreams again because that one

confused me Preposition never before. I Adverb have learned my lesson!
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